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Dual-phase xenon TPC detectors are a highly scalable and widely used technology to search for
low-energy nuclear recoil signals from WIMP dark matter or coherent nuclear scattering of ∼MeV
neutrinos. Such experiments expect to measure O(keV) ionization or scintillation signals from
such sources. However, at ∼ 1 keV and below, the signal calibrations in liquid xenon carry large
uncertainties that directly impact the assumed sensitivity of existing and future experiments. In this
work, we report a new measurement of the ionization yield of nuclear recoil signals in liquid xenon
down to 0.3 keV – the lowest energy calibration reported to date – at which energy the average event
produces just 1.1 ionized electrons. Between 2 and 6 keV, our measurements agree with existing
measurements, but significantly improve the precision. At lower energies, we observe a decreasing
trend that deviates from simple extrapolations of existing data. We also study the dependence of
ionization yield on the applied drift field in liquid xenon between 220V/cm and 6240V/cm, allowing
these measurements to apply to a broad range of current and proposed experiments with different
operating parameters.
Keywords: Dark matter, direct detection, liquid xenon, dual-phase time projection chamber, nuclear recoils,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Dual-phase xenon time projection chambers (TPCs)
are widely used in fundamental physics for the detec-
tion of rare low-energy signals. In particular, they are
currently used in several of the most sensitive searches
for Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) [1–3],
a class of hypothesized particles which provide a com-
pelling solution to the dark matter problem. These ex-
periments seek to detect ionization and scintillation pro-
duced in the liquid xenon target by the scattering of
WIMPs with xenon nuclei. As a result of the low ex-
pected energy transfer for light WIMPs scattering on
relatively heavy xenon nuclei, the sensitivity to WIMP
masses below ∼ 10 GeV/c2 can be greatly enhanced
by lowering the nuclear recoil energy threshold below
3 keV [4]. To reach the lowest-mass sensitivities, these ex-
periments can drop the requirement for detecting scintil-
lation light and operate in “ionization-only” search mode,
taking advantage of an O(100%) efficiency for the detec-
tion of ionization electrons (as opposed to O(10%) for
scintillation photons) achieved by extracting the elec-
trons into the gas phase and measuring a proportional
electroluminescence signal [5].
In addition to WIMP dark matter, low energy nu-
clear recoils can be produced in such a detector via co-
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herent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS). This
interaction was recently measured for the first time in
a CsI target [6], and is a subject of interest as a new
probe of standard model and beyond-the-standard-model
physics [7–11]. It further provides a channel for the
flavor-independent detection of solar and supernova neu-
trinos in the next generation of xenon-based WIMP dark
matter detectors [12, 13]. There is also interest in tak-
ing advantage of the enhanced cross section of CEνNS
relative to the inverse beta decay (IBD) reaction, which
is widely used in experiments detecting reactor antineu-
trinos, to construct smaller-footprint neutrino detectors
for nuclear nonproliferation applications [14]. As in the
case of low-mass WIMPs, the expected signal from each
of these sources is a steeply falling spectrum of nuclear
recoils with energies of O(1 keV).
To accurately calculate expected rates and analyze ex-
perimental data, it is crucial to have a precise calibra-
tion of the energy scale for nuclear recoils at the ener-
gies of interest. The ionization yield, or electrons pro-
duced per unit energy, is particularly important due to
the previously-stated low-threshold capabilities of mea-
surements using the ionization channel. There is an in-
herent challenge, however, in that the stopping of nuclei
is distinct from electronic recoils; a large fraction of en-
ergy in nuclear recoils is lost as heat. Therefore, while
electronic recoil calibrations can be performed using stan-
dard x-ray, β or γ-ray sources, nuclear recoil signals need
to be calibrated independently.
Previous efforts to measure the ionization yield in liq-
uid xenon have used one of two techniques. The first use
broad-spectrum neutron sources, such as AmBe or 252Cf,
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2and fit the measured spectra to extract the ionization
yield as a continuous function of energy [15–18]. The sec-
ond use fixed-angle scattering of monoenergetic neutrons,
in which the angle of the scattered neutron is either mea-
sured in-situ or by secondary detectors to constrain the
recoil energy [19–21]. Of these measurements, only those
in Refs. [20] and [17] extend below 3 keV, and only the
former goes below 1 keV, with ∼30% uncertainties at the
lowest energy point (0.7 keV). These results allow robust
searches for WIMPs above ∼10 GeV/c2, but for signals
below this value the uncertainties increase quickly due to
the lack of precise data at lower energies. Searches for the
coherent neutrino scattering signals discussed above face
similar difficulties. A precise calibration of the low energy
ionization yield is therefore needed for understanding the
absolute limits of liquid xenon-based detectors, and their
sensitivities to new physics in these various applications.
In this work, we use a pulsed, monoenergetic neutron
source at the Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory
(TUNL) to produce nuclear recoils in liquid xenon with
energies from 0.3 to 6 keV. Scattered neutrons are tagged
by an array of ten liquid scintillator detectors placed at
fixed angles, kinematically constraining the recoil ener-
gies for events detected in each channel. Using time-
of-flight (TOF) analysis and pulse shape discrimination
(PSD) in the tagging detectors to reduce backgrounds, we
are able to measure ionization signals down to the single-
electron level with O(100%) efficiency. This allows us to
robustly calibrate liquid xenon ionization production at
sub-keV energies, and provides the highest precision mea-
surement of the low-energy ionization yield from nuclear
recoils to date. We further measure the dependence on
the applied electric field, allowing our calibration to apply
generally to liquid-xenon-based ionization detectors with
a broad array of operating conditions. We measure for
the first time a statistically significant dependence of the
charge yield on the applied drift field between 1−6 keV,
contrary to recent results between 5−14 keV [21]. We
also measure for the first time nuclear recoil ionization
signals of ∼1 electron, approaching the fundamental limit
of nuclear recoil detection in liquid xenon. Our results
allow reliable calculations of the sensitivity of present
and future xenon-based experiments searching for new
physics via nuclear recoils at the few-electron level.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Liquid xenon detector
For these measurements we designed a dedicated, com-
pact dual-phase xenon TPC. A schematic of the detector
internals is shown in Fig. 1. The active volume consists
of 140 g of liquid xenon (5 cm×2.5 cm), surrounded by
an electric field-shaping cage made of copper rings con-
nected through 1 GΩ resistors. Electrons released by ion-
izing radiation in the active volume, under the influence
of the applied electric field, drift across the bulk to the
liquid surface and are extracted into the gas, where they
produce an electroluminescence (EL) signal proportional
to the number of extracted electrons. The EL light is
collected by five photomultiplier tubes: an array of four
Hamamatsu R8520-406 PMTs measures the light from
above, giving horizontal position information, and one
Hamamatsu R8778 PMT is immersed in the liquid be-
low the active xenon to increase the light collection effi-
ciency. The PMTs also detect primary scintillation orig-
inating in the liquid volume, which is distinguished from
the EL signals by timing information (scintillation pulses
are O(10 ns) wide, compared to O(1µs) for EL signals)
and ignored in this analysis.
Three hexagonal mesh grids (90% optically transpar-
ent at normal incidence) can be biased to independently
apply electric fields across the target volume and the
liquid-gas interface. In normal operation, two custom
feedthroughs provide negative high voltage (HV) to the
extraction grid and the cathode, while the anode remains
grounded. The position of the liquid-gas interface is fixed
by the height of a PEEK spillover reservoir; following
the treatment in [22], we calculate a 0.5 ± 0.5 mm head
of liquid above the edge of the reservoir during regular
operation. Accounting for these effects, the liquid level
in the detector is 7.5± 0.5 mm above the extraction grid
and 5.9±0.5 mm below the anode. Throughout the mea-
surements presented here, a bias voltage of 12.0 kV was
applied to the extraction grid. A full 3D COMSOL sim-
ulation was performed to calculate the resulting electric
fields. In the extraction region, we calculate an electric
field of 11.7 kV/cm in the gas and 6.24 kV/cm below
the liquid surface. This corresponds to an efficiency of
∼ 95 % for extracting electrons from the liquid into the
gas [23]. The voltage applied to the cathode was varied
between 12.5 kV and 17.0 kV to vary the drift field in the
active volume.
Xenon is continuously circulated in a closed loop
through a hot SAES MonoTorr getter to remove elec-
tronegative impurities. The liquid is drawn from the
spillover reservoir into a heat exchanger, where it is evap-
orated and pumped through the purifier. It then re-
circulates back through the heat exchanger and is re-
condensed above the xenon volume. The liquid drips
down through a PTFE tube to the bottom of the de-
tector vessel. The purification mass flow rate was set at
1.2 standard liter per minute, turning over all ∼1.5 kg of
xenon in the system in 4 hours. At this circulation rate,
the liquid level in the reservoir remained below the active
detector volume for the duration of data taking.
B. TUNL neutron facility
Neutron scattering measurements were carried out at
the 10MV tandem accelerator at TUNL. Neutrons were
generated via the the Li(p,n)Be reaction on a tantalum-
backed LiF target of thickness 200µg/cm2. The mean
energy and spread for the forward-going neutrons was
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the dual-phase xenon detector.
Details are given in Section II.
measured in-situ using a time-of-flight (TOF) technique,
finding a mean energy of 579 ± 3 keV with a 1-σ spread
of 10 keV. These measurements were consistent with the
distribution calculated analytically from proton energy
dissipation in the LiF film. Pulses produced by the accel-
erator were ∼1 ns long with an intrinsic period of 400 ns.
We kept one of every eight pulses to reduce random coin-
cidence backgrounds, giving an interval of 3.2µs between
pulses. The proton-on-target time was measured with an
inductive pickup circuit, hereafter referred to as the beam
pulse monitor (BPM), and the overall beam current was
measured directly on the target. We measured a current
between 50 and 90 nA for the duration of our measure-
ment campaign.
Neutrons produced at the target were collimated at
zero degrees using a mixture of borated polyethylene
(BPE) and high density polyethylene (HDPE), illus-
trated in Figure 2. The full shielding had an outer di-
mension of 56 cm×56 cm×55 cm; a central hole, 3.8 cm
near the target tapering to 2.2 cm near at the outlet,
allowed neutrons at zero degrees to pass unimpeded.
Gamma rays from neutron capture in the collimator were
attenuated with 10 cm of lead shielding between the
collimator and the xenon detector, with an opening of
∼7 cm× ∼5 cm in the center to permit the passage of
the collimated neutrons. To further attenuate capture
gamma rays passing through the beam opening, two ad-
ditional lead bricks (5 cm thickness) were added to re-
duce the horizontal opening in the shielding to 2.7 cm,
and a lead sheet of 6 mm thickness was placed completely
across the opening. The former stops both B-capture and
H-capture gammas (478 keV and 2.2 MeV, respectively)
originating throughout the shielding, while the latter is
intended to specifically attenuate the B-capture gamma
rays originating near the tapered beam pipe. The neu-
tron mean free path in lead at 579 keV is approximately
3 cm, so the 6 mm sheet does not significantly attenu-
ate the neutron beam. The xenon detector itself was
wrapped with a 6 mm-thick lead sheet to attenuate ra-
diation from the surrounding environment, with cutouts
in both the front and the rear to allow collimated neu-
trons that scatter in the xenon volume to pass through a
minimal amount of material.
The xenon detector was positioned so the active vol-
ume was centered at the same height as the neutron beam
to accept on-beam neutrons. Incoming neutrons passed
through the center of the gas-filled portion of the spillover
reservoir (wall thickness of 0.6 mm) to further reduce
scattering in passive materials.
FIG. 2: Diagram of experimental setup. The collimator
and shielding are color-coded to show the borated
polyethylene (blue), high-density polyethlyene (light
grey), and lead (dark grey). The xenon TPC is shown
in green, and the liquid scintillator backing detectors
are shown in yellow.
C. Neutron tagging and data acquisition
Neutrons exiting the xenon detector at specific angles
were tagged by an array of ten liquid scintillator (LS)
detectors attached to an aluminum frame and held fixed
at the beam height.1 Eight of the ten neutron detectors
1 Two LS detectors with larger dimensions had their centers placed
slightly above the beam height. This effect is included in the
following analysis
4used cells of EJ-309 scintillator (5 cm-diameter by 5 cm-
height active volume), while the the other two used cells
of EJ-301 scintillator (10 cm-diameter by 7.6 cm-height
active volume). To cross-calibrate the LS detectors, we
varied their bias voltages to align the Compton edge of
662 keV γ-rays from a 137Cs source. All of the detectors
demonstrated excellent PSD capabilities for neutrons at
579 keV. To reduce spurious triggers from environmental
gamma rays, each LS detector was wrapped with 2-3 mm
of lead shielding to reduce the background rate due to low
energy gamma rays. The LS detectors were positioned at
angles between 15 degrees and 70 degrees with respect to
the incoming beam, corresponding to xenon recoil ener-
gies between 0.3 keV and 6 keV for single-scatter neutron
events.
Data acquisition was triggered by a two-fold coinci-
dence between the LS detector array and the xenon TPC.
LS pulses above a preset threshold (.1/3 of the observ-
able neutron kinetic energy) in any of the 10 LS backing
detectors generated a gate of 25µs (40µs for a subset of
the acquired data). A valid TPC trigger in this window
triggered the acquisition of waveforms from all detector
channels. The TPC trigger required 3-fold coincidence
among the top four Xe PMTs, with hardware thresholds
for each channel set below the single photoelectron level.
This was verified to maintain close to 100% efficiency for
EL pulses down to single extracted electrons; we evaluate
it in Section III A. In addition, we exerted a 100 µs trig-
ger holdoff after each accepted trigger and a 3 ms trigger
veto following high energy events in the xenon TPC to
reject correlated ionization backgrounds. This veto algo-
rithm resulted in a deadtime of ∼30% in the experiment.
For each valid trigger, we digitize 16 waveforms: 5 from
the Xe TPC, 10 from the LS detector array, and 1 from
the BPM. Each waveform has 32µs pre-trigger 8µs post-
trigger (for the data sets that used a 40µs coincidence
window, we digitized 50µs starting from 42µs before the
trigger time). The digitizer used in this experiment is
a Struck SIS3316, with a timing resolution of 4ns and a
digitizing precision of 14 bit (2V input range).
Data were acquired over the course of six days in 35
separate acquisitions, each of which contained between
one and four hours of livetime. The measurement cam-
paign was split into three approximately equal segments,
in which a different voltage was applied to the cath-
ode to study drift-field-dependence of ionization produc-
tion in the liquid. We applied 12.5 kV, 13.6 kV, and
17.0 kV. The associated field was calculated using the
3D COMSOL simulation, giving 220 V/cm, 550 V/cm,
and 2200 V/cm, respectively. The liquid volume above
the extraction grid provided a fourth drift field dataset
at 6240 V/cm when integrated over the entire run. The
difference in position for these latter events resulted in a
slightly different recoil energy distribution; this is taken
into account in the following analysis.
III. DATA ANALYSIS
We carry out our analysis using the pulses identified
in the digitized waveforms after baseline subtraction and
gain calibration. More than 100 event waveforms from all
datasets were hand-scanned to ensure that pulse finding
parameters are optimized and inefficiencies are negligible.
A. Xenon detector calibration
For the Xe TPC PMT signals, we use an adaptive base-
line algorithm to separate the fast pulses from the much
slower variations in the baseline noise, and zero-suppress
waveform regions where no pulses were recorded. The
gain of each PMT in the Xe TPC is measured in situ us-
ing isolated spikes in the waveforms that are > 5µs away
from any high-energy pulses. The single-photoelectron
peak is fitted by a gaussian function to extract the re-
sponse of the PMT in units of ADC counts per photo-
electron.
This procedure is repeated for each of the 35 acqui-
sitions independently. The waveforms in each channel
are then scaled to the acquisition-specific units of pho-
toelectrons (PE), correcting for any time-dependence in
the PMT gains. The calibrated waveforms from all five
PMTs are added together to form a summed Xe TPC
waveform that is used for pulse finding and pulse quan-
tity evaluation.
Four pulse quantities are used in this analysis. The in-
tegrated pulse area, defined as the integral of the summed
Xe TPC pulse in units of photoelectrons, gives a mea-
sure of the charge extracted from the liquid. A pulse
width parameter, defined as the 50%-integral time minus
the 10%-integral time, is used to separate electrolumines-
cence pulses from scintillation signals originating in the
liquid. A top-bottom asymmetry parameter is defined as
(AT − AB)/(AT + AB), where AT is the summed pulse
area in the top array and AB is the pulse area in the
bottom PMT; this can also be used to ensure that pulses
are consistent with electroluminescence signals. Finally,
the x- and y-positions of electroluminescence pulses are
calculated using a log-ratio technique, defined as
x = ln (Ax−/Ax+)
y = ln (Ay−/Ay+)
where Ax− , Ax+ , Ay− and Ay+ are the pulse areas
summed across two top PMTs in the positive and neg-
ative x- and y-dimensions, respectively. The log-ratio
parameter is approximately linear within ∼ 2 cm of the
center of the detector, and we use it to select only pulses
with r ≤ 1.3 cm for further analysis.
We next calibrate the response of the detector to sin-
gle electrons (SEs) extracted from the liquid. We se-
lect XeTPC pulses more than 3µs after the triggered
pulse, to avoid bias from triggered events. The result-
ing spectrum shows a clear peak at ∼60 PE. To extract
5the average SE size (µ
SE
) and width (σ
SE
), we fit this
spectrum to the sum of three normal distributions, rep-
resenting 1-, 2-, and 3-electron events; the mean and
width of the n-electron distributions are constrained to
be n × µ
SE
and
√
n × σ
SE
respectively. The fit gives
µ
SE
= 56.5 ± 0.3 PE/e− and σ
SE
= 11.6 ± 0.3 PE/e−
for the full measurement campaign. We use this value to
calibrate our spectra throughout this analysis. The un-
certainty of 0.5% is an overall scaling error, but is smaller
than other sources of uncertainty and therefore does not
significantly contribute to the final error.
We evaluate the Xe TPC trigger efficiency in situ us-
ing dedicated datasets in which the Xe TPC 3-fold co-
incidence signal was digitized directly. During these ac-
quisitions, the DAQ was triggered not by the LS/TPC
coincidence trigger, but by a discriminator which set
a minimum-size threshold on the XeTPC pulses of
∼100 electrons. The efficiency of the xenon TPC coin-
cidence signal was evaluated by selecting pulses in these
events that occurred at least 5 µs after the large pulse
triggering the event. The fraction of these pulses that
generated a xenon TPC logic signal gave us the coinci-
dence trigger efficiency as a function of pulse area, and is
shown in Figure 3. The analysis confirms that we have
∼100% efficiency for triggering on single extracted elec-
trons.
FIG. 3: Efficiency of the three-fold coincidence trigger
in the xenon TPC. The top shows the pulse area
distribution (in units of PE) for events in a dedicated
trigger evaluation dataset, as described in the text. The
bottom shows the ratio of events that trigger the
coincidence logic to the total number, giving the trigger
efficiency in the xenon TPC.
B. Neutron scattering data analysis
For the LS neutron detectors, we use a simple flat-
baseline algorithm and do not apply zero suppression due
to the low PMT gains (single photoelectron pulse ampli-
tudes in these detectors are typically below the baseline
fluctuation). This method produces excellent PSD power
and reasonable energy accuracy.
Single-scatter-like neutron events are identified first by
their time of flight, defined in our analysis as the differ-
ence between the LS pulse and the preceding BPM signal.
To avoid any ambiguity, we discard events with signals
in more than one LS detector. The small energy transfer
from neutron elastic scattering on xenon guarantees that
the single-scattered neutrons retain approximately their
original kinetic energy, and therefore arrive at the LS de-
tectors at a well-defined time relative to the beam pulse.
The TOF can therefore be used to substantially reduce
backgrounds from beam-related gammas, random coinci-
dences, and multiple-scattering neutrons while retaining
a high efficiency for the desired single-scatter events. An
example TOF distribution is shown in Figure 4 (top),
where the beam-correlated gamma peak is observed at
2.61µs, the beam-correlated neutron peak is observed at
2.74µs, and the uncorrelated random coincidence back-
grounds create a flat spectrum across all TOF values.
The absolute time scale in the TOF values is set by an
unknown delay between the proton-on-target time and
the BPM time, which can be subtracted off using the po-
sition of the gamma peak but is irrelevant for our analy-
sis.
We select only events within the full width half max-
imum (FWHM) of the neutron TOF peak for further
analysis.
We additionally select neutron events using the PSD
capabilities in the LS backing detectors. The PSD pa-
rameter is defined as the fraction of the pulse area con-
tained in the first 20 ns after the half-maximum point on
the rising edge of the LS pulse. Figure 4 (bottom) shows
an example PSD distribution as a function of energy, with
different selections in TOF. The band at PSD≈ 0.85 is
clearly associated with gamma rays, while the population
at PSD≈ 0.6 is associated with neutrons. We apply two
cuts in this parameter space, shown by the dotted lines
in Figure 4 (bottom). These cuts select LS pulses with a
PSD value no higher than 1.5-σ from the peak of the neu-
tron distribution and with recorded energies above half of
the neutron peak in energy (at ∼40 a.u.). The latter cut
is imposed because of the deteriorating PSD capability
at low energies. A large fraction of the neutrons deposit
their full energy in the backing LS detectors, giving us a
large sample of clean neutron scattering events that pass
these two selection criteria.
For events passing the neutron-selection cuts, the first
EL pulse recorded in the Xe TPC following the LS pulse
is taken as the the neutron-induced Xe recoil signal. If
the first pulse in the TPC arrives before the LS pulse,
the whole event is discarded as a background coincidence.
In cases when multiple TPC pulses are observed in the
pre-trigger region, the detector is considered to be in a
background-dominated state and all events in the fol-
lowing 3 ms are discarded via a software veto. For an
ionization pulse to be selected for the following analysis,
6FIG. 4: Time-of-flight (TOF) distribution (top) and the
pulse shape discrimination parameter distribution
(bottom). The neutron event selection cut in the TOF
spectrum is shown by the red shaded region, and the
corresponding PSD values of these events are shown by
the red triangles in the bottom. For comparison, we
also show events in the TOF gamma peak in blue. The
PSD neutron selection cut is shown by the dotted grey
line; the TOF distribution of all events passing this
PSD cut is shown by the dotted grey histogram in the
TOF spectrum.
we also require its horizontal position to be within 1.3 cm
from the center of the TPC. It has been pointed out that
there is an ambiguity in position reconstruction for de-
tectors using a four-PMT setup [24]. To address this, we
further impose a top-bottom asymmetry cut. For events
near the perimeter of the xenon volume, the enclosure
surrounding the top PMTs occludes and reflects a larger
fraction of light that would otherwise be recorded in the
top array, leading to a smaller top-bottom asymmetry.
This cut therefore rejects events near the perimeter of
the TPC that may be mis-reconstructed into the center.
The drift time for ionization signals between the inter-
action point and the detected EL pulse is reconstructed
by subtracting the LS pulse time from the time of the
pulse in the xenon TPC. The black points in Figure 5
(top) show the distribution of the drift times in the Xe
TPC for the datasets with a 40µs coincidence window.
Events with a drift time smaller than 3 µs occur above the
extraction grid (extraction volume), and events with drift
times between 3 and 13 µs occur between the cathode and
the extraction grids (target volume). Events with drift
times above 13 µs are attributed to random coincidence
between background ionization in the Xe TPC and LS
pulses. The drift time is used in both background sub-
traction and ionization detection efficiency calculations,
which are described in the following two sections.
An example ionization spectrum for BD channel 6
(1.6 keV nuclear recoils), after all cuts have been applied,
is shown in Figure 5 (bottom). The single-scatter nuclear
recoil peak is clearly visible at ∼10 detected electrons.
There is also a continuum background due to neutron
multiple-scattering events, as well as background peak of
single-detected-electron signals which from random coin-
cidence signals.
FIG. 5: Coincidence data from Detector 6 (1.61 keV
recoils) taken at a drift field of 2200 V/cm. The drift
time distribution (top) shows a clear cutoff at the
maximum drift time in the xenon TPC (∼13 µs).
Events beyond this value are from random coincidence
triggers. The detected ionization distribution with a
drift time cut applied is shown in the bottom (black
curve). The background distribution (red points) is
measured at drift times beyond 13µs and is scaled to an
expected background rate using an exponential fit (red
line, top) extrapolated to short drift times.
Backgrounds are subtracted in all spectra before
performing the charge yield analysis.
C. Random-coincidence background subtraction
Random coincidence backgrounds are subtracted from
the final ionization spectra by directly subtracting the
ionization spectra for events with drift times > 13µs,
scaled to the number of events expected with drift times
consistent with drift-volume scattering events. This pro-
cedure is illustrated by the red curves in Figure 5. The
scaling is accomplished by fitting an exponential function
to the drift time distribution at DT> 13µs and extrap-
olating the event rate into the 3µ s<DT< 13µs region.
The measured ionization spectrum for events passing all
neutron-selection cuts and the drift time cut is shown
in Figure 5 (bottom). The scaled random coincidence
7background, shown by the red points, is strictly com-
posed of single electron events and entirely explains the
peak at 1 detected electron in the 1.6 keV recoil spectrum.
In the following analysis, we subtract this empirically-
determined background from our spectra before analyz-
ing the ionization yields.
The background-subtracted spectra at all energies are
shown by the black data points in Figure 6 at a drift field
of 220 V/cm. We see clear quantization of few-electron
signals at the lowest energies, and are able to see the
single-electron peaks even after backgrounds have been
subtracted.
D. Charge detection efficiencies
There are two effects which reduce the measured ion-
ization signal in the xenon TPC relative to the true ion-
ization produced in the target: electron capture on impu-
rities in the liquid, and incomplete extraction of electrons
from the liquid into the gas electroluminescence region.
The survival probability for electrons drifting in the
liquid xenon is modeled by
psur = exp (−td/τ) (1)
where td is the drift time and τ is the electron lifetime in
the liquid. We measure the electron lifetime in situ using
the nuclear-recoil peak in BD channel 3. This channel is
one of the larger LS detectors, and therefore has higher
statistics that enable this calibration. We measure the
peak position as a function of drift time. The peak posi-
tion is binned in steps of 2 µs, and the resulting peaks are
fitted to an exponential function to extract τ . The mea-
sured lifetime using the full dataset is τ = 232+294−82 µs.
To explore time dependence, we also split the data into
three time bins corresponding to different drift fields; the
measured lifetime in each time bin was consistent with
that given above (within the large uncertainties), and the
relative changes among the three time bins were consis-
tent with a constant electron lifetime correction over the
course of the measurement campaign.
The electron extraction efficiency (EEE) is not mea-
sured directly in this work, but was measured previ-
ously in our detector and reported in Ref [23]. The
extraction probability for a given electron at our oper-
ating extraction field (6.24 kV/cm) is taken from an em-
pirical fit to the measurements. We obtain the value
p
extr
(6.24 V/cm) = 0.955+0.014−0.017, where the uncertainty
is estimated by fitting to the data and their upper and
lower 1-σ values.
IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE IONIZATION
YIELD AND ITS FIELD DEPENDENCE
Our strategy for measuring the ionization yield from
our data consists of fully simulating the ionization spec-
tra under different assumed yields and then comparing
to data. Events are grouped by the applied field and BD
channel into 40 spectra, which we fit independently to
measure both the energy- and field-dependence. Fitting
is accomplished using a Bayesian analysis, in which the
posterior distribution is sampled directly using a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique. We describe
the simulation technique, fitting algorithm, and results
below.
A. Simulation of ionization spectra
We generate simulated recoil energy spectra using a
Geant4-based Monte Carlo model of the experimental
setup, which includes detailed geometries of the collima-
tor, the xenon detector and its vacuum chamber, and
the liquid scintillator tagging detectors. Our simulation
is built using the BACCARAT application, a detector-
independent branch of LUXSim [25]. Primary neutrons
are generated from a point source at the location of the
LiF target, and are emitted in a spherically-uniform cone
of opening angle 7 degrees (neutrons with larger opening
angles make up less than 2% of the observed events af-
ter selection cuts, and are considered negligible). Neu-
tron energies are drawn from a normal distribution with
a mean energy of 579 keV and a 1-σ width of 10 keV.
Energy deposits are recorded in all materials included
in the simulation, and events are tagged as either single-
scatter (if they scatter only once in the xenon TPC before
interacting in a liquid scintillator detector) or multiple-
scatter (if they scatter in any passive material before
reaching the liquid scintillator). We apply TOF- and
x/y-position cuts to the simulation to mimic our analy-
sis of real data; we only accept events within the FWHM
of the neutron TOF peak, and which have energy de-
posited within 1.3 cm of the center of the xenon TPC.
The energy spectra of the remaining events include both
single- and multiple-scatter events, and represent the dis-
tribution of recoil energies expected in our measurements.
These events undergo further event-by-event fluctuations
to model the ionization process and detection efficiencies,
described below.
The ionization process is more complicated than a sim-
ple Poisson process: competing effects from Fano statis-
tics and the fluctuations in electron/ion recombination
may serve to narrow or broaden the distribution, respec-
tively [26–28]. Therefore, we model ionization at ∼1 keV
and above by drawing the number of ionized electrons
(Ne) from a normal distribution with a mean equal to
the yield times the energy:
µ
Ne
= Qy × E (2)
and a width equal to:
σ
Ne
= ω
√
Qy × E (3)
where Qy is the absolute ionization yield (electrons per
keV). The width parameter ω is an empirical variable
8TABLE I: Charge yield as a function of energy, measured at four different applied electric fields. The energies and
their error bars are the mean and central 68-percentile of the simulated recoil energy distribution for single-scatter
events in each BD channel. Uncertainties in the energy (denoted ∆E) are divided into two parts: uncorrelated and
correlated (explained in the text). The yields are given with the statistical uncertainties from the fit; systematic
uncertainties in the yield are shown in separate columns/rows and are described in Section IV D.
BD E (keV) ∆E Qy Scaling
syst.
Modeling
syst.
Uncorr. Corr. 220V/cm 550V/cm 2.2kV/cm 6.3kV/cm
1 6.08 +0.42−0.52 ±3.3% +0.04−0.04 6.98 +0.08−0.08 7.382 +0.09−0.11 7.63 +0.11−0.14 8.00 +0.12−0.13 - -
2 4.65 +0.25−0.24 ±0.8% +0.04−0.04 6.99 +0.12−0.11 7.46 +0.14−0.14 7.46 +0.14−0.14 7.95 +0.21−0.23 - -
3 3.61 +0.23−0.22 ±0.9% +0.04−0.03 7.33 +0.11−0.13 7.74 +0.15−0.15 8.03 +0.17−0.15 8.08 +0.20−0.20 - -
4 2.95 +0.21−0.20 ±1.1% +0.04−0.03 6.96 +0.10−0.10 7.53 +0.13−0.16 7.77 +0.11−0.12 8.17 +0.11−0.15 - -
5 2.11 +0.31−0.28 ±1.3% +0.03−0.03 6.88 +0.09−0.09 7.26 +0.10−0.10 7.31 +0.08−0.10 7.63 +0.14−0.09 - -
6 1.61 +0.16−0.15 ±1.5% +0.03−0.03 6.89 +0.21−0.22 7.13 +0.16−0.21 7.36 +0.15−0.18 7.764 +0.18−0.17 - -
7 0.97 +0.13−0.11 ±2.0% +0.03−0.03 6.23 +0.22−0.18 6.66 +0.25−0.32 6.26 +0.26−0.21 6.84 +0.23−0.29 - -
8 0.93 +0.12−0.11 ±2.0% +0.03−0.03 6.32 +0.23−0.24 6.48 +0.27−0.25 6.47 +0.26−0.30 6.84 +0.27−0.35 - -
9 0.442 +0.088−0.074 ±3.0% +0.016−0.018 4.58 +0.39−0.38 4.94 +0.38−0.36 4.80 +0.41−0.43 5.47 +0.43−0.43 -5.9% 5.5%
10 0.296 +0.074−0.062 ±3.6% +0.018−0.014 3.47 +0.41−0.40 4.50 +0.48−0.45 4.31 +0.40−0.37 4.46 +0.50−0.50 +6.4% 11.0%
Electron lifetime systematic ±2.9% ±2.5% ±2.1% -
Extraction efficiency systematic +2.0% / −1.5%
that quantifies the width of the distribution relative to
a Poisson process. The sampled value is then rounded
to the nearest integer to model discrete electron count-
ing. In the two lowest-energy BD channels, we expect a
significant fraction of the events to produce zero ioniza-
tion electrons, so the distribution is truncated and may
be skewed. A gaussian model is not expected to cor-
rectly capture these features. We instead model ioniza-
tion at these energies as a simple Poisson process, with
a mean number of ionized electrons given by Equation 2.
This simplifying assumption introduces a systematic un-
certainty which we discuss in Section IV D.
We account for the electron lifetime and electron ex-
traction losses by resampling the number of ionized elec-
trons from successive binomial distributions. We first cal-
culate the drift time for each simulated event by dividing
the event depth in z by the expected drift velocity at the
measured drift field. Drift velocity as a function of field
is obtained by a fit to the measurements in Ref. [29]. The
survival probability is then given by Eq. 1. The proba-
bility of electron extraction is given by the fit described
in Section III D. After resampling the total number of
electrons from each of these binomial distributions, we
are left with a simulated number of detected electrons.
Finally, the simulated signals are smeared by the mea-
sured single-electron resolution: a normal distribution
with σ = 20.5%. After all of the above fluctuations have
been applied to each event, the resulting spectra can be
directly compared to our data.
B. Fits
To fit the simulated distributions to the data, we vary
the ionization yield Qy and the width parameter ω de-
scribed above. We add an additional normalization fac-
tor A to the fit, which parameterizes the total number
of events in our simulated distributions relative to the
data. Thus there are three free parameters which must
be estimated simultaneously to produce a measurement
of the ionization yield at each energy.
We construct a likelihood function which takes the
number of events in each data bin as a Poisson-
distributed random variable with a mean equal to the
number of events in the simulation bins, scaled by the
normalization factor A. We perform a Bayesian analysis,
where the likelihood is related to the posterior distribu-
tion of the parameters by Bayes’ theorem,
L(A,Qy, ω | data) ∝ P (data |A,Qy, ω)× P (A,Qy, ω)
(4)
where we have assumed the probability of measuring a
specific set of data (P (data)) is uniform and can be ne-
glected. The probability distribution of the values of the
parameters P (A,Qy, ω) is initially taken as uniform as
well, but can be modified to include priors on the pa-
9rameter values. This is utilized in our analysis of the two
lowest-energy BD channels as described below.
The posterior probability distribution is sampled with
a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler using the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. At each step, the simu-
lation events are fully reprocessed through the ioniza-
tion and efficiencies framework to account for correlated
changes to the spectra induced by new values of the pa-
rameters. The MCMC sampler is run for 5000 steps, and
we discard the first 500 samples to avoid including highly
correlated samples which are generated as the algorithm
initially converges on the highest-likelihood region of the
parameter space. The central values and the uncertain-
ties in each parameter are computed by marginalizing the
resulting sample distributions. The median value of the
sample distribution in each parameter is reported as the
“best-fit”, and the central 68th-percentile is reported as
its confidence interval.
Fitting proceeds in two stages. We first fit each of
the spectra for BD 1–8, allowing A, Qy, and ω to float
unconstrained in the fit. We then find the mean and
standard deviation of the values of A for all of the fits.
This is used to apply a gaussian prior on A for the two
lowest-energy bins. This constraint allows us to fit a
distribution to our data which includes the possibility of
0-ionization-electron events (which are below our trigger
threshold), allowing us to report an average yield at these
energies.
The multiple-scatter background has a broad energy
distribution, and the charge yield is known to vary with
energy. We therefore perform our fits iteratively. In the
first stage, the yield is assumed to be constant in energy
for each spectrum, and the best-fit yield is extracted for
each channel. The single-scatter peak energy for each
channel is used to construct a preliminary measurement
of the yield-vs-energy, which is fit to an empirical func-
tion to interpolate between different energies. In the
second stage, the empirical yield-vs-energy relationship
is used to calculate the ionization for multiple-scatter
events, while the yield for single-scatter events (which
are narrowly peaked in energy) remains a single free pa-
rameter and floats in the MCMC sampling procedure.
C. Results
Results from the fit are tabulated in Table I. The simu-
lated distributions at each recoil energy, with the best-fit
values for Qy, ω, and A at a drift field of ∼220 V/cm,
are plotted against against our data in Figure 6. We
also show the ionization yield as a function of drift field
for each energy bin in Figure 7. We find a significant
dependence on electric field for all measurements above
1 keV, with the charge yield increasing by 10–15% from
220 V/cm to 6300 V/cm. At energies below 1 keV the
statistical uncertainties are too large to conclusively de-
termine if this field-dependence continues. Our observa-
tions suggest that recombination does indeed play a role
in the measured signal strength at low energies, and that
an increasing drift field may provide a small increase the
sensitivity of detectors searching for low energy nuclear
recoils.
The goodness-of-fit is quantified using a likelihood ra-
tio test statistic, where
χ2 ≈ −2 lnλ (5)
where λ is the ratio of two likelihoods for two different
models. As our alternative hypothesis we use the so-
called “saturated model”, in which the likelihood is cal-
culated assuming that the expected value in each bin is
equal to the observed value [30]. We assume that the
number of counts in each channel is sufficient that this
can be approximated as a χ2-distributed variable. The
resulting p-values from a standard χ2 goodness-of-fit test
approximately give the probability that a dataset gener-
ated by our model would produce a likelihood at least as
extreme as our observation when compared to our model.
We find that ∼90% of the fits are consistent with our data
at a level of p > 0.05, with no discernible pattern or sys-
tematic deviation in the remaining fits. All of the 40 fits
are consistent with our data at a level of p > 0.01. We
therefore conclude that our simulation and charge yield
model is a good description of our data.
D. Systematic uncertainties
Uncertainty in the positions of each of the various de-
tectors contributes to an uncertainty in the recoil energy
in each channel. Due to the energy dependence in Eqs. 2
and 3, this in turn becomes an uncertainty in the mea-
sured ionization yield. These uncertainties can be sub-
divided into two categories: uncorrelated and correlated.
The first is due to uncertainties in the positions of each
of the LS detectors, which we assume are independent
in each channel. These are listed in Table I as “∆E
uncorr.”. The second is due to the uncertainty in the po-
sition of the xenon detector; if the TPC is shifted slightly
to the right of the incoming beam, the angles in channels
to the right (left) will be slightly smaller (larger), mean-
ing that we will have overestimated (underestimated) the
average recoil energy in that channel. Because this affects
all channels simultaneously, we list this under “∆E corr.”
in Table I.
Our analysis is also subject to two independent overall
scaling uncertainties, which stem from our assumptions
of the electron lifetime and the electron extraction ef-
ficiency. The former is measured in-situ, as described
in Section III A. To evaluate its effect on our measure-
ment of Qy, we regenerate our simulated spectra using
the electron lifetime at its ±1σ values and repeat the
fitting procedure. We find deviations of < 3%; the ex-
act value for each drift field dataset is listed in Table I.
For events above the extraction grid, the drift time is so
short that this effect is negligible. The uncertainty in
the electron extraction efficiency is propagated into our
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FIG. 6: Measured ionization spectra at a drift field of
200 V/cm (black histogram) overlaid on the best-fit
spectra from simulations. The simulated distributions
show both the multiple-scattering background (grey
shaded) and the full simulated distribution with single-
and multiple-scatters summed together (blue curve).
Qy measurement in the same way: we take pextr at its
±1σ extremes and re-fit the spectra. We find an overall
scaling uncertainty of O(2%), which applies to all of our
measured Qy values. The uncertainty from variations
in the single-electron response of the xenon TPC, men-
tioned in Section III A, produces an additional scaling
uncertainty of 0.5%. This is significantly smaller than
those mentioned above and is therefore neglected in our
final error analysis.
Finally, there are two systematic uncertainties which
affect only the lowest energy recoils. The first is due to
our assumption that the mean scaling factor A fitted at
higher energies can be used to constrain A for the two
lowest energy spectra. This is equivalent to assuming
FIG. 7: Field-dependence of the measured charge yield
at all energies. We observe a significant dependence on
the electric field, in contrast with recent results from
Ref. [21].
that our simulation correctly models a) the angular de-
pendence of the neutron elastic scattering cross section
on xenon and b) the exact position of all shielding com-
ponents and detector positions relative to the beam. We
address a) by fitting a line with variable slope to the fit-
ted values of A as a function of energy for all spectra
above 0.5 keV. This line is then extrapolated to the two
lower energy bins. This models a systematic linear devi-
ation from the angular scattering cross section. Refitting
the spectra at 0.4 and 0.3 keV under these assumptions
leads to a 3.2% and 3.4% increase in the measured yield,
respectively, across all drift fields. We address b) by split-
ting the data into channels to the left and right of the
incoming beam, and finding an average A for each side
independently. This models any left/right dependence in
our experiment from a misalignment of the shielding or
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detectors. We find that the best-fit A on each side devi-
ates from the global average by approximate 1-σ in either
direction, and leads to a −5.9% and +6.4% change in the
charge yields at 0.4 and 0.3 keV, respectively (the lowest
energy detectors are on opposite sides of the beam). As
the latter effect is larger, we report this as the scaling
systematic uncertainty in Table I.
The second systematic in the two lowest energies is due
to our choice of using a Poisson distribution to model
charge production. We do not have a physical model
for this distribution; energy conservation in the ioniza-
tion process and fluctuations in electron/ion recombina-
tion lead to competing effects which serve to narrow or
broaden the distribution with respect to a Poisson pro-
cess, respectively. A first-principles derivation of these
effects is beyond the scope of this work. We can, how-
ever, estimate our uncertainty due to the choice of model
by evaluating the ionization yield from data directly. Us-
ing the simulations and the average best-fit values for the
normalization parameter A at higher energies (> 1 keV),
we predict the number of events that will be present in
the two lowest energy spectra. We then use this to esti-
mate the number of events that would produce zero ion-
ization electrons. This allows us to calculate the average
of the measured ionization signal in a model-independent
fashion, and compare with our Poisson fits. We find that,
in all cases, the calculated yield is in agreement with
the average yield within our statistical uncertainties. We
take the maximum deviation as a systematic uncertainty
due to our use of the Poisson model in our fits. This is
shown as a systematic uncertainty in the rightmost col-
umn of Table I.
V. DISCUSSION
We compare the energy dependence of Qy directly to
two other recent measurements in Figure 8. Our mea-
surements are in agreement with the LUX data at a sim-
ilar electric field [20], but have smaller uncertainties and
extend the calibration to lower energies. We find that
the ionization yield decreases significantly below 1 keV.
We also compare our results to the Noble Element Sim-
ulation Technique (NEST), a publicly-available software
package that has become the standard benchmark for
modeling ionization and scintillation production in liq-
uid xenon [31, 32]. The ionization models in NEST are
tuned to best describe available data, and the most recent
nuclear recoil model is therefore primarily constrained by
the LUX measurements in the ∼1 keV regime [33]. When
extrapolated to lower energies, this model overpredicts
the ionization production. Our results can inform the
next generation of the NEST simulation code, and will
help improve modeling of ultra-low-energy ionization pro-
cesses in liquid xenon throughout the larger community.
We also find a non-negligible dependence of the charge
yield on the applied electric field, in contrast with the
conclusion of Ref. [21], but consistent with results above
FIG. 8: Measurements of the energy-dependence of
ionization yield in liquid xenon at 220 V/cm, compared
with recent measurements from the LUX
Collaboration [20] and Aprile et al. [21] made at similar
drift fields. We also show the ionization yield currently
implemented in the Noble Element Simulation
Technique software package (version 2.0) [33]
25 keV [15]. The measured field dependence is weaker
than that implemented in the most recent version of
NEST, and will again help inform future modeling ef-
forts.
At the lowest energy in our measurement, we find a
yield of 3.5–4.5 e−/keV, which corresponds to an aver-
age signal strength of 1.1–1.4 ionized electrons. This is
the smallest nuclear recoil signal measured to date, and
approaches the fundamental limit of nuclear recoil detec-
tion in liquid xenon. Detectors that hope to be sensi-
tive to recoils at energies lower than 300 eV must have
thresholds of 1–2 detected electrons and rely on upward
fluctuations in the ionization signals. The average recoil
energy for 5 GeV WIMPs, solar 8B neutrinos, and reactor
antineutrinos in a liquid xenon detector are expected to
be 331 eV, 433 eV, and 67 eV, with endpoints at 2.4 keV,
4 keV, and 1.6 keV, respectively. Our measurements pro-
vide crucial data that can be used to accurately calculate
the sensitivities of detectors for applications in low-mass
WIMP searches and searches for neutrino signals via the
CEνNS interaction.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work describes a new measurement of the the nu-
clear recoil ionization yield in liquid xenon between 0.3
and 6.1 keV using fixed-angle neutron scattering. With
strong background rejection techniques, high electron ex-
traction efficiency, and single-extracted-electron trigger-
ing capabilities, we are able for the first time to mea-
sure nuclear recoils which produce only a single ionization
electron. Our measurements improve the precision of low
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energy nuclear recoil calibrations in the 1 keV regime, and
extend the calibration to lower energies than have pre-
viously been probed. We also measure this property as
a function of applied electric field, extending our work’s
applicability to a wide range of experimental operating
parameters. This provides a new detector-independent
calibration of liquid xenon ionization production in a en-
ergy regime that is critical for many of the scientific ap-
plications for dual-phase xenon TPCs.
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